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Abstract
Internet regulation and 'online harms' are matters of much political and regulatory attention. This debate
is beset by issues, including defining 'online harms', respecting freedom of expression, and others. While
much of this debate has focused on content hosted by online platforms, comparatively little attention has
been paid to the central role of algorithmic personalisation - or ' recommending ' - by platforms in
content dissemination in online environments and the problems to which this contributes. Focusing on
recommender systems, i.e. the mechanism by which content is recommended by platforms, provides an
alternative regulatory approach that avoids many of the pitfalls with addressing the hosting of content
itself. This paper therefore explores motivations and considerations for regulating the use of
recommender systems by online platforms. In doing so, this paper establishes a typology of online
recommending, sets out various problems and consequences of recommending, and argues that
recommending content is not one of the three activities for which information society service providers
are afforded liability protections under the E-Commerce Directive. To address the identified problems and
fill this legal gap, this paper proposes some principles for future regulation, and discusses approaches to
oversight and compliance that could work with these principles.
Keywords: internet regulation ; platform responsibility; intermediary liability; E-Commerce Directive;
recommender systems

1. Introduction
The past two decades have seen the emergence and growth of digital platforms, [2] positioning
themselves at the centre of 'multi-sided markets' [3]; intermediaries between individuals, businesses,
organisations, governments, politicians, the public, and others. These platforms often adopt surveillance
business models, whereby user behaviour is tracked and analysed to predict future behaviours and
interests, personalise services, facilitate behaviourally-targeted advertising, and grow user engagement,
platform revenue, and market position.[4] In law, these platforms are typically considered to be providers
of information society services [5] ('service providers' [6]).
Online platforms have been associated by some with a variety of 'online harms' [7] (although this term
has proven predictably difficult to define [8]). Various regulatory responses to these have been proposed
and discussed. [9] These typically focus primarily on controlling or limiting the hosting of content believed
to be in some way harmful, [10] and would in practice involve filtering, moderation, and takedowns.
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However, this is difficult if not impossible to properly and fully automate, [11] and there are serious
concerns for the psychological well-being of human moderators exposed to large quantities of illegal or
potentially harmful content. [12] As well as this,freedom of expression issues arise from regulation. The
internet plays a key role in contemporary society as a communications medium, and interventions
focused on transmitting or hosting content are in fact focused not on platforms themselves but on the
communications of individuals. Ultimately, providing a means for communication will inevitably result in
some people communicating abuse, incitement, extremism, defamatory material, IP-infringing material,
misinformation, disinformation, and so on. All of these could be argued to be potentially harmful in some
way, but only some are unlawful. The need to protect freedom of expression in a democratic society
means that the risk of individuals communicating undesirable but lawful content must to some extent be
accepted in order to protect the fundamental right of freedom of expression.
However, when it comes to systemic societal issues like disinformation, conspiracy theories, violent
extremism, and political manipulation, content is not by itself the problem. On its own, or viewed by only
a small audience, a video promoting a conspiracy theory is not a public policy issue. It becomes one when
it has a large audience, and when it combines with other, related content that works to reinforce the
message. Where content is algorithmically disseminated through recommending, this (a) increases its
audience, potentially significantly, and (b) typically puts it alongside other, similar content. Rather than
speaking of 'harmful' content, then, it is perhaps more accurate to talk about 'potentially problematic'
content. That is, content that by itself or when seen only by a relatively small number of people is not
necessarily an issue, but when algorithmically combined with other, similar content or disseminated to a
large audience can contribute to systemic problems. Interventions focused on the hosting of content
itself miss, to a large extent, issues relating to algorithmic dissemination.
This paper therefore argues that regulatory interventions should instead be directed towards the
recommending of content by platforms. For issues which operate on a more individual level, such as
harassment, abuse, and IP infringement, the content itself is often the problem. But for those which exist
on a more systemic plane, such as in surveillance business models, platform monopolisation, voter
manipulation, disinformation, and the promotion of violent extremism, recommending plays a significant
role.
Fundamentally, recommending by platforms is largely concerned with showing people whatever the
platform's algorithms predict will drive engagement, revenue, and market position, [13] often with little
concern for what the material being disseminated actually is. As a result, dissemination by recommender
systems - the algorithmic mechanism by which content is recommended to users - can amplify issues
caused by potentially problematic content and transform content which by itself may be relatively
innocuous into a more serious issue. Moreover, the same technical systems also provide the mechanism
for the delivery of behaviourally-targeted advertising (a form of paid-for recommendation that can
broadly be considered 'content' in a more general sense). Recommending is therefore important for the
growth and dominance of monopoly-like platforms, [14] and is at the heart of surveillance business
models. [15]
Many platforms have dominant positions in their particular market, and use recommender systems to
disseminate content, determining what and how content is recommended, thus giving them great power
and influence. This should come with certain responsibilities and, potentially, with certain liabilities. A
focus on recommending would allow the development of legal responses acknowledging that, in
recommending content, platforms are operating beyond the limits of where liability protections are
provided to intermediaries under the E-Commerce Directive. It would also focus attention not just on
platform dominance or the hosting of content itself, but on how recommender systems are designed and
used by platforms to disseminate content, build revenue and market position, and leverage the power
that market position provides. Indeed, in February 2019, the Council of Europe recognised that attention
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should be paid to the significant power that these systems confer on those who operate them and
encouraged Member States to take steps to address problems this may cause. [16] And in March 2019,
the Communications Committee of the UK Parliament's House of Lords, in the report published following
its inquiry on internet regulation, found that the E-Commerce Directive was inadequate to govern
algorithmic content dissemination and that reform or replacement was needed. [17]
Focusing on the recommending by service provides of user-generated content, this paper intends to
establish the motivations for regulating recommending and propose some key principles to inform future
law. In doing so, this paper describes recommending and undertakes a review of its use on various
platforms and establishes a typology, sets out some of the motivations for regulating recommending,
identifies a significant gap in the current liability protection regime applying to online intermediaries in
relation to recommending, and proposes some high-level principles to be taken into account in
developing regulation in this area. Potential consequences and limitations of this regulatory approach will
then be set out, and directions for future legal and technical research identified. In all, this paper
proposes the fundamentals of a framework that seeks to align incentives for platforms to proactively
work towards responsible recommending.

2. Definition, Examples, and Typology
Recommending involves the algorithmic selection by service providers of 'content' served to individuals
or groups according to some determination made by the service provider of relevance, interest,
importance, popularity, and so on to those individuals or groups. Providing a search function is not
recommending (unless ranking of results is influenced by predicted relevance, interest, and so on to the
user rather than, for example, solely by relation to the search criteria itself provided by the user) [18] ;
nor is providing an ability to browse content, providing a directory of content, or allowing people to share
links to content (whether shared on the platform itself or elsewhere). Providing a chronological feed of
content posted by accounts or content providers followed by a user is similarly not recommending.
Recommending includes, among other things, constructing feeds of content such as Facebook's News
Feed or Twitter's Timeline algorithmically rather than chronologically, determining the ranking of content
based on criteria that includes the feedback of other users, and providing suggested or promoted content
to users.
Recommending involves the use of recommender systems. Algorithmic systems - of which recommender
systems are one form - are not neutral. [19] Any given algorithm exists because somebody somewhere
has an outcome that they wish to achieve through algorithmic mediation, whether that's personalising
content, encouraging continued platform engagement, delivering behaviourally-targeted advertising, or
something else entirely. As Beer says, "Algorithms are inevitably modelled on visions of the social world,
and with outcomes in mind, outcomes influenced by commercial or other interests and
agendas". [20] Indeed, at a high level any algorithm can be understood to consist of a sequence of steps
intended to produce a desired outcome. [21] Algorithmic systems generally and recommender systems
specifically are therefore inherently normative in nature. They are also contextual and contingent in
nature, in that they are always embedded within and a product of the wider socio-technical context of
their development and deployment [22] ; not just the goals of the organisation in question, but also the
assumptions, priorities, and practices adopted by engineers, designers, managers, and users. As a
consequence of their normative, contextual, and contingent nature, their use can never be neutral.
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THE BUSINESS OF RECOMMENDING
Recommender systems are widespread across the internet and play a key role in surveillance business
models. These business models (which have been collectively termed 'surveillance
capitalism') [23] involve the surveillance and modification of human behaviour for profit, [24] and drive
extensive data gathering and analysis, producing serious privacy and data protection
concerns. [25] Platforms obtain as much data as possible about as many people as possible doing as
many things as possible from as many sources as possible. These datasets are then algorithmically
analysed so as to spot patterns from which interests, preferences, and future behaviours can be
predicted. The more data that can be gathered about people and their interests, preferences, and
behaviours, the more accurate (in theory) those predictions can be.
Recommender systems play two fundamental roles in surveillance capitalism. The first of these is in
delivering behaviourally-targeted advertising and other paid-for content to bring direct revenue from
advertisers and others. The second is personalisation to drive engagement, thus indirectly contributing to
the maintenance of direct revenue streams. While behavioural advertising typically involves building
profiles of users, recommending for personalisation does not necessarily. But they do both involve the
selective dissemination of content to audiences in pursuit of the platform's business goals and according
to the platform's own analysis. That is to say, showing selected content to users that the platform has
determined might modify their predicted behaviour in some way - either to persuade them to click on
advertising or other paid-for content, or to persuade them to stay engaged with the platform. This paper
focuses on recommending by service providers to personalise services and drive engagement, profit, and
market position, rather than on behavioural advertising.

EXAMPLES
As Table 1 indicates, Recommending plays a central role across the most popular websites and platforms
on the internet.
Organisation

Primary
Function

Rank Description

Google

Search

1

YouTube
(Google)

Video streaming

2

Facebook

Social media

3

Yahoo!

Search

9

By default, search results are personalised according to Google's determination of
the user's interests, alongside information relating to the search query, similar
queries by other users, links to related news stories, etc.
The home page recommends videos based on recent uploads, popularity, etc. For
logged in users, videos from subscribed channels are also recommended as well as
videos and channels based on interests and viewing history. Alongside playing videos,
links to recommended videos based on similarity to the playing video and to viewing
history are provided. After each video finishes, further recommended videos are
displayed (a recommended video will, by default, play automatically after a short
period of time). Feedback options are provided in the form of 'like' and 'dislike'
buttons.
News Feed by default provides an algorithmically-produced feed of content of
various kinds (posts, likes, comments, etc.) determined to be most interesting or
relevant to the user. Showing 'most recent' content is optional (though chronological
ordering is the default when viewing an individual's profile). Alongside News Feed,
Facebook also displays information on 'Pages' similar to those liked by the user,
people who may be known by the user but who have not been added as a 'Friend',
and assorted other recommended content. 'Reactions' (including 'Likes') are available
as feedback options.
Search results are personalised based on user's search history, and a home page feed
of news and other content is recommended based on popularity and the user's
predicted interests.
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Commerce

10

Twitter

Social media

11

Instagram
(Facebook)

Social media

16

Reddit

Social media

21

Netflix

Video streaming

24

The home page recommends items and categories of items, including 'featured'
recommendations. The 'Your Amazon' page similarly recommends items grouped by
category. On product pages, similar items are listed, as are items viewed by other
users and information on which items other users ultimately purchase after viewing
the product. Again, 'featured' recommendations are listed at the bottom of the
product page. Upon adding products to the basket, sponsored and similar items are
recommended
By default, tweets and retweets by followed accounts are interspersed with a
selection of recommended content (likes, replies, and so on). Recommended 'top
tweets' are shown at the top of the user's timeline. 'Trending' topics are shown
alongside the timeline, as are suggested accounts to follow. Users can switch from
this algorithmic timeline to a chronological timeline.
Posts (including adverts) are ranked algorithmically with no option for a chronological
display. Suggested users to follow are provided alongside the content feed. The
'explore' page displays a list of suggested users, recommended content, and adverts.
The 'frontpage' by default recommends selected 'hot' posts from across the site. If a
user is logged in, this is shows the 'hot' selection from the user's subscribed
subreddits. Posts can also be ranked by 'new' (i.e. chronologically) or by
'controversial', 'top', and 'rising' (i.e. algorithmically). 'Upvote' and 'downvote'
buttons provide feedback options. A similar arrangement in terms of both ranking
and feedback exists for comments within posts.
The home page recommends videos (including 'top picks' for the user) and categories
of videos. At the end of each video further videos to watch are recommended. Each
video is assigned a personalised 'match' percentage indicating the user's predicted
interest. Users can provide feedback on each video in the form of 'thumbs up' and
'thumbs down' buttons.

Table 1: An indicative survey of some of the top 30 most visited websites. [26]
As the Table indicates, the normative power of recommender systems is central to their use in online
spaces for benefit of the platforms themselves. They are employed by platforms for a variety of reasons
determined by platforms to pursue a variety of outcomes desired by platforms and thus play a key role
across large parts of the online ecosystem. On Google, recommender systems are used for various
purposes, including to personalise search results to show links that bring revenue to Google. On sites like
YouTube, Facebook, Reddit, Twitter, or Instagram, recommender systems provide a personalised feed of
content for each user so as to keep them engaging with that platform and drive advertising revenue.
Netflix uses recommender systems to present a personalised video library to users as well as
recommendations for further viewing so as to keep users watching and subscribing. Amazon uses a
recommender system to respond to predicted user desires in order to induce them to buy products from
Amazon rather than elsewhere. More recently, popular services on which content is delivered almost
exclusively by recommender systems - such as TikTok - have emerged.

TYPOLOGY
At a technical level, the two most common approaches to recommending are content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering. [27] Both use machine learning, which produces statistical models trained on
(usually large) datasets and can spot correlations and patterns from which to make predictions and draw
inferences. [28] Content-based filtering systems recommend content based on similarity to content
previously consumed by the user (for example, 'picture X has a similar title to previously viewed pictures
Y and Z'). Collaborative filtering systems recommend content based on what similar users have consumed
(for example, 'people A, B, and C like this; a similar person D might also like this'). Both involve filtering
content so as to show to users only that which is determined by the platform to be relevant, appropriate,
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interesting, and so on. Some platforms make use of hybrid approaches, combining features of both
methods of filtering. [29]
It is important to not predicate regulation on any particular technical approaches, as new mechanisms
may emerge in future. Instead, addressing recommending as an activity allows the law to establish
standards that apply to recommending undertaken by any form of system, whether currently used indeed whether currently existing - or not. To that end, it is useful to distinguish different approaches to
recommending in such a way as to develop a typology which stands independent of the technical system
used by any particular service. At this non-technical level there are essentially three forms of
recommending:
Open recommending. This provides recommendations from a pool of content which is primarily usergenerated or submitted, brought in automatically from various sources, or otherwise aggregated in some
way without being specifically selected by the platform (although platforms may include other sources of
content and may include their own content alongside that generated by users). Google, YouTube,
Facebook, Reddit, Instagram, and Amazon all make use of recommender systems in an open manner. On
YouTube, for example, any video uploaded by users is normally by default brought into the recommender
system.
Curated recommending. This differs from open recommending in that the system selects from a pool of
content which is curated, approved, or otherwise chosen by the platform rather than provided directly by
users or advertisers or automatically brought in from elsewhere. Netflix is a popular example of a curated
system, in that the videos in its library are selected by Netflix (others include BBC iPlayer, Spotify, Apple
Music, and so on). Like open systems, curated setups are predominantly adopted where platforms do not
produce their own content or where they blend their content with that created by others. Unlike open
systems, however, curated systems do not typically include user-generated content without some kind of
editorial process. They are often used where more traditional forms of media requiring licensing are
involved, such as music, films, or TV shows.
Closed recommending. This is where the content to be recommended is generated by the platform itself
or the organisation which operates that site. For example, where a news organisation provides a
personalised feed of stories and articles to its users, all of which are produced or commissioned by the
organisation itself.
The distinction lies in the platform's role in the sourcing of content it recommends . If the system selects
only from the platform's own content, then it is a closed system. If it selects only from content that has
been chosen or licensed by the platform (possibly but not necessarily including material produced by the
platform) then it is a curated system. If it primarily selects from content provided by users without the
platform editorially reviewing that content, then it is open (even where such a system also includes
content produced by the platform itself [30]). A system where the default is to include user-generated
content in the recommender's source pool but where certain users or certain items can be excluded
following terms of service violations, for example, is an open system. Adopting this non-technical
typology allows recommending as an activity to be considered in a technology-neutral and platformneutral way.
This paper is primarily concerned with recommending for disseminating user-generated content or for
determining the information to be shown to users without editorial selection; that is to say, open
systems, potentially adopting any technical approach to recommending. Of the three forms of
recommending, open recommending is the biggest contributor to systemic issues. While closed and
curated systems could also be problematic, certain distinctions between those and open systems mean
that the latter are more likely to relate to individual-level issues [31] and to contribute to the
development of systemic societal issues online. It is possible that a curated system could recommend
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hate speech or violent extremism, for example, but the editorial control that distinguishes these systems
from open systems means that in reality this is significantly less likely than with open systems. Similarly, it
is certainly also possible that a curated system could disseminate IP-infringing content, for example, but
the contexts in which these systems are currently used mean that in practice this is unlikely.

3. Recommending and Systemic Societal Issues
While recommending is often touted as a means of personalising services for users' benefit, it is
ultimately undertaken to serve the interests of the platforms themselves - to encourage users to stay
engaged with the platform in question (whether to consume content, to provide content, to make a
purchase, and so on), to bring revenue, and to build market position. [32] Seaver's study of the use of
recommender systems shows that they are often intended to 'hook' people, leading to the conclusion
that they are essentially employed as 'traps'. [33] Other work produced by YouTube [34] , Netflix [35] ,
and Yahoo and the website Etsy [36] confirms the view that recommending is fundamentally about
engagement in pursuit of profit. As a result, around 80 per cent of Netflix viewing hours come through
recommendations; around 20 per cent from its search function. [37] Around 70 per cent of YouTube
video views similarly come from recommendations. [38] Understood in this way, recommending is not so
much about personalisation, as about showing people the content that the platform predicts will result in
the greatest engagement. That is to say, rather than showing people what they want to see,
recommending shows people what the platform wants them to see.
Recommending contributes to the increasingly monopolistic nature of dominant platforms through
personalisation and driving engagement, amplifying already influential network effects [39] . The
dominance of those platforms gives them significant regulatory power. [40] This paper will argue that this
power extends to, among other things, constructing online spaces for profit; leveraging their dominance
to effect changes in adjacent markets and elsewhere; and engaging in rule-setting on their own
platforms. This power is itself primarily exercised through recommending. Recommender systems are
therefore both drivers of platform dominance and levers of the power that dominance produces. These
systems play a key role for platforms in enforcing norms and influencing behaviour, a situation described
variously as 'governance by software' [41] ; 'algorithmic regulation', [42] and 'algorithmic governance' or
'algocracy', [43] and as a form of 'algorithmic governmentality' [44] . As a consequence of their central
role as drivers of platform dominance and levers of platform power, and providing the motivation for
regulation, recommender systems play a major role in various systemic problems which have developed
online.

ALGORITHMICALLY CONSTRUCTING ONLINE SPACE
The effect of widespread recommending by dominant platforms is that much online space is constructed
by algorithmic systems. Given the increasingly central role of these spaces in contemporary everyday life
and in shared social experience, it could be said that subjective reality as experienced online is itself
increasingly constructed by algorithm. [45] While, of course, television and the mass media have long
contributed to collective understanding of the world, this was never as personalised, never as involved in
mediating communications between individuals, and never as embedded so deeply in constructing the
everyday reality of millions of people. Further, it was always possible for society in general to collectively
'see' what television networks were showing, which is currently not the case with the ever-changing,
highly personalised outputs of recommender systems, particularly when disseminating user-generated
content. Indeed, television and the mass media can be analogised with curated and closed
recommending, in that television networks and media outlets exercise control over the content that they
broadcast or published - there is no offline equivalent of open recommending in these forms of media.
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Recommending's contribution to the dissemination and amplification of disinformation, extremism, and
other potentially problematic content results from its role in showing people what the platform wants
them to see (in order to drive engagement and so on, as previously described). The personalised and
dynamic nature of online space, produced by recommender systems, allows platforms to systematically
present users with choice architectures that, as Susser et al put it, "can be specifically designed to exploit
each individual user's particular vulnerabilities, and can change and adapt over time". [46] As discussed
previously, there are two ways this plays into profit-making: directly through behavioural targeting and
(the focus of this analysis) indirectly through personalisation to drive platform engagement. In most
cases, the recommending involved in this is open in nature, whereby user content is posted or uploaded
and available to be recommended by the system with little concern for the nature of the content itself.
Recommending is now, as Gillespie argues, "a key logic governing the flows of information on which we
depend". [47] The choice of what to display and what to not display, exercised by corporate algorithm,
could have a significant effect on collective awareness of politics, current affairs, and scientific consensus.
For example, as Tufekci points out, [48] the protests and subsequent unrest which erupted in Ferguson,
Missouri following the killing by police of Michael Brown in 2014 dominated Twitter discussion in the
United States (at the time, Twitter still operated a chronological timeline) and from there entered into the
mainstream media. Yet stories about the protests or the resulting Black Lives Matter movement barely
surfaced on Facebook's algorithmic News Feed for quite some time because content relating to the 'ice
bucket challenge' was receiving more 'Likes'. Tufekci calls this 'algorithmic gatekeeping' - "the process by
which ... non-transparent algorithmic computational-tools dynamically filter, highlight, suppress, or
otherwise play an editorial role - fully or partially - in determining information flows through online
platforms and similar media". [49]
This gives platforms great influence over the shaping of online spaces. The algorithmic construction of
social media and other services and the resulting corporate lens through which reality is viewed means
that users across the internet often do not get a true picture of what's going on in the world. Through the
construction of online space, platforms can influence users' subjective understanding of the world and of
their own experiences. [50] Indeed, Facebook's own published research showed that it can actively
influence users' emotional state by tweaking its algorithm to show more positive or negative
content. [51] The construction of online spaces is itself a form of corporate algorithmic influence, a softer
form of behavioural hypernudging [52] facilitated by platform dominance and driven by desires for
engagement, revenue, and market position.
Dissemination and amplification: Systemic issues
In many cases, systemic issues do not arise through content alone; dissemination by algorithm plays a key
role in amplifying audiences, thereby taking individual content items and producing systemic societal
consequences. Recommender systems often also place content alongside other content of a similar topic
or nature, potentially further contributing to the development of problems at a systemic level. It arguably
doesn't particularly matter if the content is intended to spread disinformation [53] or a conspiracy theory
is seen by a small number of people. The content itself is not necessarily a problem. But if the audience
for that content is algorithmically amplified by a recommender system (for example, by recommending
that viewers of other, perhaps more truthful, content watch it next) then that could be an issue. And if
that content is placed alongside other, similar items, this could effectively modify the choice architecture
to direct users' attention and selections increasingly towards content of that nature. The more that users
interact with that content - whether by viewing it, liking it, or sharing it - the more likely it is to be
recommended in the same way, which would potentially result in more viewing, liking, and sharing,
thereby leading the recommender system to promote it further. If, as a result of dissemination through
such algorithmic feedback loops, the disinformation reaches a large audience, then content which is in
and of itself quite harmless could potentially have become part of a systemic problem.
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Recommending thus contributes to the development of various problems, which are themselves
amplified by monopolisation. Prioritising for engagement is likely to favour content that produces an
emotional response and therefore may be controversial, shocking, or extreme, as people tend to be
drawn to this content. [54] Indeed, as a result, academic research and journalistic investigations have
shown that recommending can play a significant role in the spread of material promoting violent
extremism, neo-Nazism, and Holocaust denial. [55] In particular, recommending seems to have
contributed to the growth of the white supremacist and increasingly violent [56] 'alt-right' [57] and, as
part of that, in the development of 'GamerGate' [58] (a misogynist harassment campaign masquerading
as a debate about 'ethics in video games journalism' which spread to several platforms as well as the
mainstream media [59] , helped grow and embolden the contemporary 'alt-right' [60] , and has had a
significant impact on public discourse more generally in the US [61]). Similarly, recommending has
repeatedly been found to play a major role in spreading disinformation and conspiracy
theories. [62] There is also concern about platforms recommending content promoting self-harm, eating
disorders, and anorexia to vulnerable users. [63] It appears that seeding 'counter-messages' (content
intended to counter disinformation, conspiracy theories, and so on) may merely result in the very content
they are intended to 'counter' being recommended alongside them, thereby potentially increasing
exposure. [64] It could then become impossible for those seeking to counter systemic problems to use
platforms like YouTube to do so effectively, while those seeking to spread disinformation or conspiracy
theories continue to proliferate. Indeed, a pro-vaccination charity announced in early 2019 that it had
been forced off YouTube as a result of this effect. [65]
Further, platforms not only amplify messages through algorithmic dissemination but can also influence
the content being produced. Recommending's amplification effect, coupled with the consolidation of
power in online platforms, works to incentivise the production of certain kinds of content (for example,
that most likely to 'trend'), thereby increasing the prevalence of particular viewpoints. That is, content
that gains a larger audience on a platform, driven in large part by recommending, naturally encourages
and incentives the production of similar and related content, by the original producer and by others. This
may be exacerbated by the platform's monetisation programme, which can financially incentivise the
creation of material that is tabloid, controversial, or otherwise produces an emotional response (which,
as previously noted, is often prioritised by recommender systems optimised for engagement). Savvy
content producers, seeking notoriety, monetary gain, or simply to push a particular message to a broader
audience, could tailor their work so as to increase its dissemination by the recommender systems of the
platforms they target. The recommending of this content may 'snowball', through feedback loops created
by other users responding to - either positively or to challenge - the content they are exposed to, by
commenting, sharing, and so forth.
Related are concerns about recommending leading to fragmentation through 'filter bubbles' [66] (by
narrowing the range of content recommended to users), echo chambers [67] (by recommending content
that reinforces users' interests), and polarisation [68] (by recommending content of an increasingly
extreme nature). This seems to have not yet occurred on personalised news services. [69] However,
fragmentation has been repeatedly observed on several social media platforms to varying
degrees. [70] While this is fundamentally a result of recommending reinforcing the existing psychological
biases of users, [71] it appears that the design of recommender systems influences the extent to which
this occurs. [72] That said, across this research, the fragmentary effect of recommending seems to be
relatively small. And, as Borgesius et al note, studies on polarisation which focus on political systems
dominated by two parties, such as in the UK or the US, may not translate easily to other countries with
more diverse political landscapes. [73]
The metrics that underpin recommending can be manipulated by automated accounts ('bots') in order to
further the spread of potentially problematic content, an activity that Leiser calls 'cyberturfing'. [74] Bots
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attempt to 'game' recommender systems by inflating the 'reputation' of content and thus increase its
likelihood of being recommended or its position in algorithmic content rankings. By strategically posting
content, and artificially inflating views, likes, shares, and other metrics, networks of bots can together
shape the construction of online spaces and thus of the content displayed. [75] This is usually undertaken
for commercial or political purposes. [76] The widespread use of bots in relation to political content, in
particular, has been repeatedly observed across electoral cycles in multiple countries. [77] Bots can
artificially seed political messages in organic discussions, bring greater attention to stories (real or fake),
and boost ideas (fringe or otherwise) into mainstream discussion.
Collectively, these studies and investigations show that open recommending can play a significant role in
the dissemination of disinformation, conspiracy theories, extremism, and other potentially problematic
content. Generally, these recommender systems do not deliberately seek to promote such content
specifically, but they do deliberately seek to promote content that could result in users engaging with the
platform without concern for what that content might be. Recommending does not in and of itself cause
these problems - their roots often lie in social, political, and economic causes, or just in basic human
nature. But the prioritisation of engagement in recommending is key to exacerbating those issues online .
A system primed for engagement that realises that people are prone to 'rubbernecking', for example,
might conclude that everything should be car crashes. As a result of prioritising engagement, the content
that is most sensational, most dramatic, most controversial, and most attention-grabbing becomes
prioritised at the expense of things that are more mundane (which could, in turn, influence the kinds of
content that is produced). Theoretical content neutrality therefore has the practical effect of amplifying
potentially problematic content ahead of other material. Recommending by platforms in pursuit of
engagement and profit without considering these effects and without restrictions can compound those
underlying issues by amplifying the audience for content which is potentially problematic at a systemic
level, making it easier to find other, similar content, and facilitating manipulation of the recommender
systems themselves.

LEVERAGING PLATFORM POWER
Platforms can use recommending to leverage their regulatory power in several ways. The most obvious is
through changes to the recommender algorithm to promote or demote certain kinds of content, inducing
those using the platform to modify their behaviour in some way desired by the platform. For example,
Facebook has repeatedly altered its News Feed algorithm to reduce 'organic reach' (the number of
people likely to see content posted for free by Pages). [78] By changing their recommender algorithms,
they constructed the environment in such a way that organisations are left with little choice but to pay
Facebook for recommendations in the form of targeted advertising if they want to reach wider
audiences. [79]
Recommending can also be used by platforms to leverage their dominant position to effect changes in
adjacent markets and elsewhere. Changes made to recommender systems can have a significant effect on
markets that have come to rely on those platforms in some way. [80] For example, Facebook's
announcement in 2014 that it would tweak its News Feed recommender algorithm to prioritise video
content heralded a 'pivot to video' across news media as publishers attempted to ensure that their
content would maintain its position on News Feed. [81] Facebook's 2016 admission that it had
overestimated engagement metrics for video content [82] led to a subsequent algorithm change in 2018
intended to reduce the prominence of video in favour of 'meaningful interactions'. [83] While this does
seem to have significantly increased engagement, [84] as Facebook hoped, it also appears to have
contributed to a wave of news media redundancies and closures in late 2018 and early 2019 [85] and to
an increase in news content relating to divisive political topics and increased use of the 'angry' reaction
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button. [86] Through changes to their recommender algorithm, Facebook has had a significant - and
significantly negative - effect on news journalism and on discourse more generally.
In addition to influencing the nature of the content being produced or consumed, the ability to affect
adjacent markets also manifests in other ways. For example, the European Commission fined Google
€2.4bn for systematically promoting its own Google Shopping service and disadvantaging
competitors. [87] In January 2019, France's competition regulator opened an investigation into Google's
search rankings [88] (which are personalised, rather than simply being ranked according to similarity with
the search term). And in 2010, Google announced that it had tweaked its search result ranking algorithm
to reduce the prominence of websites that "in [their] opinion" provide a poor user
experience. [89] Introducing such subjective elements into recommending establishes a standard for the
business practices of others, attempting to influence the behaviour of actors in adjacent markets.
The desire for data about user behaviour in order to 'improve' recommender systems (in the sense of
making them better at driving engagement) has also been a motivating factor in platform acquisitions of
emerging competitors and actors in other markets. [90] Some responses to this have emerged - the
German competition authority has recognised Facebook as the dominant company in social networking
and prohibited it from combining WhatsApp and Instagram data with Facebook user accounts without
explicit user consent out of concern for abuse of market power. [91] In 2017, Facebook was fined €110m
by the European Commission for falsely telling the Competition Commissioner that such combination
would not be possible. [92] Recommending could potentially also be used by a platform with a market
position with one service in one market to assist with leveraging market position with another service in
an adjacent market. Using knowledge of user preferences, behaviours, interests, and so on derived from
tracking on one service operating in one market, a new service in an adjacent market can potentially be
more personalised, therefore more attractive to users, than might otherwise be the case. This could
boost the adoption and therefore market position of that service, allowing the platform in question to
more effectively move into new markets, increasing the sources from which data can be gathered and
from which profit can be generated.
With the ability to promote or demote certain content, recommender systems also allow dominant
platforms to position themselves as gatekeepers of political discussion, capable of facilitating or impeding
the dissemination of information [93] (usually with few, if any, legal safeguards). Facebook's own research
has twice demonstrated that small changes to the content shown to users by their recommender system
can have an effect on election outcomes. [94] And Epstein and Robertson have demonstrated a 'search
engine manipulation effect', whereby manipulating the rankings of political search results can not only be
successfully masked but can shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20 per cent or
more. [95] Tambini points out that, in the political arena, "Facebook, in particular, is emerging as a
vertically integrated one-stop-shop for fundraising, recruitment, database building, segmentation,
targeting, and message delivery", [96] and that the dynamics of electorates and elections are now more
knowable than ever - to Facebook , a private company, and to anyone willing to pay, but not necessarily
to other parties or to election regulators. Indeed, in the 2016 US Presidential election, various platform
companies were involved in helping campaigns shape their message and plan and execute digital
strategies. [97]
Zittrain warns of the potential for what he calls 'digital gerrymandering' - "the selective presentation of
information by an intermediary to meet its agenda rather than to serve its users". [98] The willingness of
platforms to use their position to suit their political agenda is not hypothetical; Google, for example, has
used its website to protest the US Stop Online Piracy Act [99] and to promote messages related to net
neutrality and LGBT rights. [100] Their ability to undertake similar campaigns is one reason why
newspapers are subject to merger and competition rules to limit market concentration. [101]
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PRIVATE ORDERING
Recommending gives rise to extensive and influential new forms of private ordering, with platforms
setting their own rules for recommending, their own criteria for constructing online spaces, and their
own mechanisms for dealing with some of the problems that arise. Online spaces are algorithmically
constructed; as algorithms are inherently normative, whoever operates those algorithms has enormous
influence over that process and thus over those spaces. This influence is amplified by monopolisation and
the growing power of platforms. Continuing to allow platforms a large degree of self-regulation in
relation to recommending allows them to establish their own standards, guidelines, and enforcement
mechanisms. [102] As a result, terms of service, community standards, and the code underpinning the
platforms itself effectively become the primary law on those platforms, [103] enforced by the platform's
own review bodies. Indeed, Facebook has proposed to create its own 'supreme court' to adjudicate on
issues arising on its platform. [104]
This gives platforms much influence over what speech is acceptable to be algorithmically disseminated
across the internet - now a key forum for the public sphere - and how that acceptability is policed, with
little transparency in how rules and mechanisms are established and maintained, often little
accountability to users, and usually without oversight. The use of recommender systems by platforms to
construct online space is primarily motivated by profit and duty to shareholders rather than concern for
public good and responsibility to wider society. It is plainly undesirable for this influence to be placed in
the hands of private corporations without minimum standards and with little oversight.
As a result, the influence over the public sphere generated by recommending should be reduced by
developing a legal framework applying equally across all platforms to establish uniform minimum rules,
standards, and accountability and enforcement mechanisms for content dissemination by
recommending.

4. Current Law and Liability
In the EU, the principal law in this space is currently the E-Commerce Directive. [105] The Directive
provides for certain liability protections in relation to user-generated content for providers of information
society services(as defined in the Technical Standards and Regulations Directive: "any service normally
provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient
of services" [106] )who are acting as intermediary service providers. [107] These protections apply to
three specified activities: acting as a mere conduit (transmitting information between individuals - e.g.
ISPs and messaging services) [108] ; caching (a technical activity undertaken in relation to acting as a
conduit which assists with the efficiency of the service) [109] ; and hosting (storing information provided
by a recipient of the service in question) [110]. In relation to acting as a mere conduit and caching,
service providers are protected from liability for content (subject to several conditions). [111] For hosting,
they are protected so long as they have no actual knowledge of illegal activity or information or where,
upon obtaining such knowledge, they expeditiously remove or disable access to the content. [112] It
should also be noted that while platforms often store recommended content on their own servers, this is
not by itself sufficient to avail of the hosting protection. [113] For that to be available, the activity
("[consisting of] the storage of information provided by a recipient of the service" [114] ) must be neutral
with regard to the content in question and must passive and merely technical. [115]
To be acting as an intermediary service provider, a service provider must be neutrally providing a service
by automatic, technical, and passive means. [116] The E-Commerce Directive, in Recital 42, states that
the Directive's liability protections are limited to situations where the service provider has engaged in an
activity of a "mere technical, automatic and passive nature, which implies ... neither knowledge of nor
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control over the information which is transmitted or stored". [117] The CJEU has interpreted this to mean
that service providers will not be intermediary service providers (and will thus not be afforded liability
protection) where they (a) take an active role in relation to content that would (b) give them
either knowledge of or control over that content. [118] Where service providers promote certain content,
for example, they will not have taken a neutral role between uploader and viewer as an intermediary
service provider but will have (a) taken an active role that (b) gives them knowledge of or control over
that content and will therefore not be able to rely on the Directive's liability protections. [119] Following
Recital 42 and the CJEU's reasoning, it is not sufficient to have (a) without (b), or vice-versa; in order for a
service provider to be excluded from the Directive's liability protections, both must be made out.
Ascertaining whether any protection applies must therefore involve determining whether this is indeed
the case. [120]
Straightforwardly, no liability protections apply to recommending of content produced by a platform
itself, regardless of the form of recommending involved. Such protections are available only in relation to
information provided by a recipient of the service, [121] not content produced by the service provider.
While closed recommending is therefore excluded from protection, curated recommending could
potentially involve user-generated content, and open recommending almost certainly will. However, even
if curated recommending does include user-generated content, this does not involve the platform acting
as an intermediary service provider. In curated recommending, by its nature, they will have actively and
deliberately selected the content in question and will therefore likely have both knowledge of and control
over that content.
The situation is somewhat different in relation to open recommending of user-generated content, as
service providers are unlikely, in most cases, to have knowledge of the content itself. Rather, they will
have knowledge of metadata about the content - for example, information about which users have
viewed or provided feedback or indications of its general 'popularity' (e.g. 'likes' or 'shares'). However, in
open recommending, service providers do exercise control over content. Indeed, control over content is
the very point of recommending; service providers exercise such control in order to show people what
they want them to see in order to drive engagement, profit, and market position. The normative nature
of recommender systems - the fact that they enable platforms to exercise control over content
distribution in pursuit of their own goals - is the reason for their use.
In open recommending, service providers are not simply storing user content and displaying it neutrally in
a merely technical or passive way. They control the criteria for recommending and thus they determine
what is recommended in line with the outcomes that they desire. According to the CJEU, simply providing
general information to users cannot itself be sufficient to deprive a service provider of the protection
afforded to hosts. [122] But, in recommending content, service providers do not provide general
information - they provide and promote specifically selected information, determined by the service
provider (by way of their algorithmic processes) on the basis of predicted relevance, interest, and so on to
the user or groups of users in question. They therefore do not take a neutral position between the
uploader of the content and the potential viewers [123] ; rather, they are actively involved in selecting
content for distribution and promotion according to their own criteria, in selecting the audience for that
content according to their own determination, and, as a result, in shaping online spaces for their own
purposes and benefit. In doing so, they take an active role of a kind to give them control over the content
in question. Consequently, in relation to open recommending, platforms cannot be intermediary service
providers and are operating beyond the limits of the liability protections provided by the E-Commerce
Directive.
The effect of this analysis would be that recommending (whether open, curated, or closed) is not an
activity that is covered by any of the E-Commerce Directive's liability protections. This argument has
received some tentative support in the domestic courts. The Italian Supreme Court has gone so far as to
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enumerate activities that would take service providers outside of the Directive's liability protections on
grounds of enriching the use of content by undetermined users in a non-passive way. [124] These would
include, among other things, filtering, selecting, organising, classifying, aggregating, or promoting content
as part of the business activities of the service provider, as well as the adoption of behaviour assessment
techniques intended to increase user retention. [125] The High Court of England and Wales has gone
further and has suggested - albeit in obiter - that simply considering content for recommending might
also take service providers outside of the Directive's protections even where that content is not
subsequently actually recommended. [126]
Recommending is an activity engaged in by service providers - distinct from hosting, caching, or acting as
a mere conduit - which developed in the years after the E-Commerce Directive was passed. However, this
distinct activity of recommending is also not otherwise covered under any particular regulation beyond
the general law. This means that recommending falls into a significant and consequential gap in the
current legal regime. Following this analysis, service providers would have, under the E-Commerce
Directive or any other current law, no special protection against liability for recommended illegal content
or activity on their platforms. [127] This requires attention. Due to the risk of piecemeal or incoherent
legal responses to this gap emerging from the various Member States or elsewhere, the development of a
considered and comprehensive regulatory response is plainly desirable.

5. Responsible Recommending
The previous analysis identified a consequential gap in the current legal framework governing the liability
protections of service providers. The straightforward response would be to provide for a substantively
similar regime to that already established for hosting, whereby service providers are shielded from
liability provided they expeditiously remove illegal recommended content once they become aware of it.
However, recommending is a much less neutral, more involved, and more active form of service provider
activity than simply hosting. While liability protection for recommending is perhaps desirable, this should
come with some responsibilities beyond simply removing illegal content expeditiously upon acquiring
knowledge of the illegality. These responsibilities would sit alongside and complement other applicable
legal frameworks, such as around data protection or non-discrimination. Regulating recommending
therefore provides an opportunity to establish a more inclusive framework of principles, requirements,
and limitations within which the discrete activity of recommending can responsibly be undertaken.
In line with this, recent regulation passed by the EU focuses on recommending by platforms of goods and
services offered by business users through the platform, [128] primarily aiming to provide for
transparency and to improve fairness between market participants in that business
environment. [129] Focusing on the "platform-to-business" [130] relationship, it may go some way
towards limiting the ability of service providers to leverage their influence over recommender systems'
content rankings to effect changes in markets which have come to rely on their platform. However, most
of the issues identified in this paper do not relate to online markets for good and services. Further
regulation is therefore required to address the deficiencies in the current legal regime around
recommending, as well as to provide considered responses to the other issues arising from
recommending discussed above.
Following the above analysis, three areas where recommending makes a significant contribution to
systemic issues can be identified: hate speech and violent extremism; disinformation and conspiracy
theories; and monopolisation and platform power. Legal responses to these problems are not
straightforward given the various interests to be considered and the fact that platforms typically process
large volumes of information. Any form of content moderation or restriction on recommendations is
difficult to automate, culturally contextual, and potentially sensitive. But if it is accepted that there are
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issues with recommending as currently undertaken then the law should consider the best (or, as it may
be, least bad) approach to preventing or mitigating those issues to at least some meaningful extent.
As previously discussed, regulation focusing on the transmission or hosting of content itself brings
freedom of expression concerns. However,the same risks do not necessarily arise from regulating the
further dissemination of content by corporations. While the fundamental right of freedom of expression
should be respected as far as possible, individuals do not have a fundamental right to have their speech
disseminated or amplified by platforms in this way (nor would it be desirable to establish a right to be
recommended akin to a right to a platform). By focusing on recommending, rather than on the
transmission or hosting of content itself, regulation can largely sidestep these freedom of expression
problems and focus on the use of technical systems by private corporations to pursue their own business
goals. No obligation on the part of service providers to monitor, identify, remove, or prevent the upload
of content would arise from these principles, and service providers would not face any liability for legal
but potentially problematic content that is submitted by users. Individuals would remain free to post,
search for, browse for, view, or share any content which is lawful. The onward algorithmic dissemination
and amplification of such content by service providers would be the focus of regulation.
Seemingly obvious approaches to dealing with some of the issues discussed above may not have the
desired effect. For example, it might be thought that requiring content diversity - as has been proposed
by regulators in Germany [131] - would assist with addressing disinformation, extremism, and
fragmentation. However, this could mean that disinformation and conspiracy theories would be actively
promoted alongside factual information, as if they were all of equal value. Yet research suggests that
exposure to disinformation increases the likelihood of it being perceived as accurate [132]; that in some
cases showing people things they disagree with may actually increase polarisation [133]; and that, in any
case, people tend to select things that support or confirm their existing views, which can further
polarise. [134] As a result, requiring content diversity might actually be a counterproductive strategy for
addressing some of these issues.
Taking into account the issues discussed above, it is possible to set out some general principles for
responsible recommending that can inform a future legal framework (indeed, setting minimum standards
is in and of itself a response to private ordering; some of these proposed principles adopt existing
practices undertaken by one or more service providers into minimum standards applying generally). This
is not an exhaustive list; these high-level principles do not address all of the issues identified previously,
and there are likely others that are worth adopting. These principles would not represent radical
interventions but considered responses that could go some way towards mitigating the systemic
problems to which open recommending can contribute.
The first two principles for responsible recommending proposed below would establish a general
regulatory framework for liability protection to be granted on a conditional basis for open
recommending. The remaining four principles set out some more specific requirements for service
providers operating within that framework to obtain or lose that protection. These principles do not
establish a duty of care to individuals, nor a more general duty of care to provide a safe
environment. [135] They do not require awkward analogies with publishers or public spaces, [136] and
establish no general obligation to prevent 'harmful' content or activities by users. [137] Instead, they
propose a requirement to recommend responsibly, including an obligation to work towards reducing and
eliminating the recommending of potentially problematic content, with a fall-back to a platform-specific
prohibition on open recommending if service providers fail to fulfil their requirements arising from these
principles. The difficulty of defining various terms like 'disinformation', 'conspiracy theories', and 'violent
extremism' means that law should not establish liability for recommending content itself. These principles
do not therefore establish liability for legal but potentially problematic content instead; instead, they
provide for responsibilities to work towards reducing the dissemination of potentially problematic
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content through recommending, restrictions for systematic failures to meet those responsibilities, and
potential liability for failure to obey those restrictions.
1. Open recommending must be lawful and service providers should be prohibited from doing it where
they violate these principles or other applicable laws. The problems caused or exacerbated by
recommender systems largely manifest with open recommending for engagement, revenue, and market
position without due attention being paid to consequences and side effects in the shape of the issues
discussed above. Seeking to address this, this principle reflects the idea that if service providers can't do
open recommending responsibly then they shouldn't be permitted to do it at all.
Beyond the general principles for responsible recommending set out herein, other applicable legal
frameworks must also be considered. Data protection, especially, is of fundamental importance in this
context, given the extensive behavioural tracking and processing of personal data which underpins
recommending. [138] Responsible recommending cannot be undertaken while flouting data protection
law. [139] Nor can service providers ignore their responsibilities under equality and non-discrimination
law [140] (or, indeed, any other applicable regime).
Should a service provider's systematic and repeated failures to fulfil any of these principles or to meet
other applicable laws point to an inability or unwillingness to do so, the service provider should be
prohibited from open recommending. This prohibition should be imposed until the service provider can
demonstrate that they are in a position to adequately meet their responsibilities. Where they are
prohibited from open recommending, service providers could face financial penalties if they continue to
use open systems and should not be able to avail of the liability protections normally afforded to open
recommending by the second principle. This would incentivise service providers to employ mechanisms
to deal with these principles, in particular around recommending potentially problematic content, and
would go some way towards preventing service providers who are unable to recommend responsibly
from contributing to systemic problems, while providing a route to the prohibition being lifted should a
service provider acquire that capability.
2. Service providers should have conditional liability protections for recommending illegal user-generated
content and should lose liability protection for recommending while under a prohibition. As argued
previously, in relation to recommending, service providers are not currently covered by the liability
protections established in the E-Commerce Directive. These liability protections should be extended to
cover user-generated or externally-sourced content that is recommended in open systems, provided
illegal content is removed expeditiously upon otherwise obtaining actual knowledge or awareness of the
illegality in much the same way as is required for hosting. However, liability protections should not be
extended to cover curated or closed systems, as they involve content that has either been produced or
deliberately selected (for example, through licensing) by the service provider. Liability protection should
be lost where service providers systematically fail to recommend responsibly and, consequently, are
prohibited from open recommending. No liability protection would therefore be available when
undertaking a prohibited practice.
3. Service providers should have a responsibility to not recommend certain potentially problematic
content. This is not a duty to prevent 'harm', nor is it an obligation to prevent certain kinds of content
from being posted or hosted, and it is not liability arising from legal but potentially problematic content
itself (whether hosted or recommended). This instead establishes a responsibility to not promote certain
kinds of content (for example, white supremacism, health disinformation, anti-Semitic conspiracy
theories, pro-suicide or self-harm content, content promoting eating disorders, and so on). The obvious
challenge with this principle lies in the difficulty of defining terms in such a way as to include as much as
possible of the content that should be included while including as little as possible of the content that
shouldn't be. While every effort should be made to arrive at workable definitions, there are inevitably
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going to be grey areas and the presumption should be in favour of not restricting the recommending of
content where its classification is uncertain.
The E-Commerce Directive prohibits Member States from imposing a general obligation upon service
providers to monitor content in the context of any of the three activities set out in Articles 12 to 14
(acting as a mere conduit, caching, and hosting). [141] But, as argued above, recommending is not an
activity covered by Articles 12 to 14, and so would not come directly under this prohibition. That said,
requirements that could in effect become such an obligation to monitor in relation to Articles 12 to 14
would also likely not be permitted. [142] However, under this principle, service providers would face no
general obligation to identify illegal activity or remove illegal content. They would also not be liable for
legal but potentially problematic content that they host or recommend, nor ordinarily for recommending
illegal content where it is removed expeditiously upon subsequently obtaining actual knowledge or
awareness of that illegality (as per the second principle). Instead, due to their active role in disseminating
content for their own purposes, they would be responsible for avoiding recommending such content and,
through systematic failures to meet that responsibility, would risk a prohibition on open recommending
and the resulting loss of recommending liability protections. Any potential liability would therefore
actually result from undertaking a prohibited practice - open recommending while under a prohibition rather than from recommending certain kinds of potentially problematic but lawful content.
4. Service providers should be required to keep records and make information about recommendations
available to help inform users and facilitate oversight. Research suggests that a majority of users may not
be aware that the Facebook News Feed is algorithmically constructed and do not understand how it
works. [143] For example, Eslami et al found that 62.5% of Facebook users studied did not know that
Facebook's News Feed is not chronological, and that many of these users had incorrectly inferred things
about their social relationships as a result of certain individuals not appearing in their feeds. [144] Similar
'folk theories' about News Feed, relying on incomplete or non-existent understandings of its algorithmic
nature, have been observed elsewhere. [145] The general lack of transparency around recommending is
also a problem in terms of oversight, making it difficult to determine what material has been
recommended to whom.
Transparency may therefore seem like an obvious solution to inform and, ideally, empower users. But
future law should be wary of falling into the 'transparency fallacy', [146] whereby transparency seems like
a remedy but in fact merely gives individuals unhelpful information and fails to provide the anticipated
benefits of empowerment and control. Merely providing information can be used to manipulate users
into trusting a system to their detriment [147] ; indeed, Facebook's existing advert explanations are often
incomplete, vague, and misleading. [148] Transparency cannot solve problems and is not a cure, [149] but
it can be one potentially helpful element supporting a broader regime which itself can be more effective.
In an online context, transparency is about more than just end-users, but also having information
available for oversight agencies, regulators, civil society organisations, informed minorities, and so
forth. [150] That is to say, while not a solution itself, transparency can be considered to be a general
principle to facilitate other principles and oversight.
The constantly changing nature of social media and other online services makes it difficult to identify and
track problems over time. Service providers should, at a minimum, be required to keep logs of
recommended content (both for personalisation and for behavioural targeting) so that they can be
reviewed by users and by oversight bodies (for example, a former Google engineer has created a publicly
available tool that shows which videos YouTube has been recommending each day [151] - the platforms
themselves would be in a position to provide far more accurate and detailed information). The nature of
the records and how they are presented may vary to suit the audience; simple and summary information
can be made generally available, while full and detailed information should be available to regulators and
interested users. Service providers should also be required to provide information to users on where
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content has come from and why it has been recommended (along these lines Facebook has incorporated
a 'why am I seeing this' tool in News Feed [152] ).
5. Recommending should be opt-in, users should be able to exercise a minimum level of control over
recommending, and opting-out again should be easy. This is linked to transparency, as transparency can
help users make informed choices, but again should not be regarded as a panacea and regulation should
be careful to not overload users with options. Doing so would likely will result in something akin to the
'privacy paradox', whereby individuals profess to care about privacy but routinely fail to take steps to
protect it (as a result of being overloaded with options [153] and perhaps now wary of privacy policies
and controls [154] ). That said, offering control is still a good idea, provided those who do not exercise it
do not end up being treated less favourably than those who do. To that end, it would be desirable for
recommending to be available to users only on an opt-in basis. Users who choose to receive
recommendations should, at a minimum, be able to exclude certain content from recommendations,
should be able to exclude certain sources of content from recommendations, should be able to exclude
certain of their behaviours or interests from the process of determining what should be recommended to
them, and should be able to easily and freely opt back out of recommendations entirely. Such controls
might also facilitate interoperable and transferable control policy templates, [155] allowing certain
settings to be defined by one user and easily adopted by others. This would allow, for instance, civil
advocacy groups and so forth to define settings that users could easily adopt.
6. There should be specific restrictions on service providers' ability to use recommending to influence
markets through recommending. Service providers should be explicitly prohibited from unduly
recommending their own products and services ahead of those offered by others (it is worth noting that
India has gone further and has prohibited e-commerce companies, including Amazon, from selling their
own products on their websites). [156] As discussed previously, the European Commission has already
fined Google for doing this; these developments would be brought into a future framework regulating
recommending (similar to how GDPR brought the so-called 'right to be forgotten', established in the CJEU
decision in Google Spain [157] , expressly into the data protection framework [158] ).
Further, service providers (as data controllers) could be prohibited from using personal data obtained
from acquisitions in their main business recommender systems without, at a minimum, explicit consent
(as the German competition authority has ordered for Facebook). Likewise, service providers could be
prohibited from using knowledge of user interests and preferences derived from their analysis of user
behaviour in one service when they move into an adjacent market with a new service. These prohibitions
would not only complement and refine the existing data protection principle of purpose
limitation, [159] but would go some way towards addressing competition issues arising from the
dominance of platforms and their use of personal data, particularly where leveraging their dominant
position in one market to gain a competitive advantage in another.

6. Oversight and Compliance
The principles for responsible recommending proposed in this paper would require some body to assess
evidence of success at fulfilment, with the power to impose prohibitions and any other enforcement
mechanisms where necessary. This body, however constituted, would ideally be independent of
government (so as to mitigate against the potential for political interference), and should perhaps itself
be under judicial, legislative, or similarly appropriate supervision. Service providers and oversight bodies
should consider things in aggregate, identifying patterns and trends in recommending rather than
focusing on individual items of content.
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Compliance should not be assessed on a zero-tolerance basis - oversight should acknowledge that this is
difficult, that definitions are not straightforward, that no system is perfect, and that it is inevitable that
some potentially problematic content will slip through. The regulatory focus would primarily be on
ensuring that service providers act in good faith, are actually employing measures to try to get things
right, and are in fact making progress towards more responsible recommending. To this end, the
principles above take a 'carrot and stick' approach to incentivise ongoing progress towards compliance by
service providers, rather than a purely sanctions-based one. The liability protections granted for
responsible recommending combined with the risk of prohibition and the suspension of those
protections for systematic failures should incentivise service providers to develop better (if perhaps still
imperfect) practices. That said, oversight bodies must be prepared to actually impose and enforce the
prohibition on recommending where service providers fail to meet their responsibilities - they cannot be
thought to be optional.
Something along the lines of a co-regulatory approach may be useful here. Co-regulation emphasises a
dialogue between parties working together to achieve the desired outcomes, [160] but typically lacks
both a statutory basis and state-backed sanctions for non-compliance. A solution may involve adopting a
collaborative and dialogue-based approach derived from co-regulation but underpinned by legislation
providing for general definitions, principles, and minimum standards, qualified liability protections for
open recommending, and the power to prohibit a service provider from undertaking open
recommending (and thus suspend liability protections). This would involve establishing guidelines,
statutory codes of practice, and so on within this general legislative framework and then working with
service providers, expert bodies, and other stakeholders to identify specific forms of potentially
problematic content and to help service providers work towards meeting the principles for responsible
recommending rather than simply hammering them with requirements and demanding immediate
compliance. This could assist in making the connection between general definitions and principles and
specific kinds of content to not be recommended, could help oversight and enforcement avoid being tied
to overly precise and rigid definitions, and would allow for a more responsive regulatory regime.
Beyond that, this paper will not propose oversight or enforcement mechanisms, whether involving full
(state) regulatory or co-regulatory approaches. Enforcement is a complicated issue involving many
interested parties. Much work is required to figure out what, if any, existing oversight regimes might
cover this area in different ways, where there are overlaps and gaps, which forms of review and
enforcement would be most effective, how to deal with cross-border issues and extraterritoriality, and
how to ensure adequate funding and expertise. In short, oversight and enforcement are difficult areas
and simply proposing one mechanism or framework without fully considering all the issues involved
would be of no benefit. Suffice it to say that this paper proposes some principles to be considered and
implemented in future regulation, whatever shape the oversight and enforcement regime of that
regulatory framework takes. However, while effective enforcement is necessary, it is worth nothing that it
is likely not possible for one country acting on its own to do this effectively. Although oversight and
enforcement may operate at a national level, the global nature of online platforms means that the
establishment of legal standards for recommending requires coordinated action at supranational or
international level if it is to have a realistic chance of having any significant effect.

COMPLIANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION
In some cases, the principles for responsible recommending reflect the patchwork of tools, mechanisms,
and restrictions already implemented by various platforms. As a result, implementation of much of what
this paper proposes should be more than feasible, and requirements such as logging and record-keeping
to facilitate oversight would also be useful for service providers as they seek to recommend responsibly.
That said, it may be that compliance with the responsibility to not recommend certain content is difficult
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enough to achieve with open recommending that service providers move away from that. Even so,
personalisation could and would still exist - recommending is not the only form it takes. Platforms that
use curated or closed recommending to personalise services would essentially be able to carry on as
before. Even under a prohibition on open recommending, service providers would still be able to show
users a chronological or otherwise unfiltered feed of content produced by accounts they follow (as is
currently an option on Facebook and Twitter, for example). And, of course, users would still be able to
search for, browse for, and share content (either on the platforms themselves or elsewhere).
Regulating for responsible recommending may even drive the development of new practices by service
providers. For example, a new form of semi-curated recommending could emerge. This could involve the
platform choosing certain sources of content which would automatically feed into the pool of content
from which the recommender system selects (for example, user accounts meeting certain criteria or that
are well-established but have no history of producing potentially problematic content). However, in such
a system, content produced by other accounts would not automatically be available for recommending.
While not foolproof, this approach to recommending would be somewhere between open (in that service
providers could benefit from liability protections as they wouldn't be specifically selecting or reviewing
content itself, as in curated recommending, only sources) and curated (in that service providers wouldn't
be exposed to the same level of risk inherent in recommending all user-generated content by default).
While they could still face prohibitions for systematic failures, service providers using such a hybrid form
would likely find it easier to responsibly recommend. Beyond law as a driver itself, negative press and
social media coverage about which content is being recommended to whom has on several occasions in
recent years led advertisers to stop spending money when paired with potentially problematic
content. [161] Responsible recommending could help prevent this, providing a further business
motivation for compliance.
This may come at a financial cost to platforms. But their profit-driven interest in recommending
irresponsibly cannot outweigh society's interest in mitigating the problems to which it contributes. These
businesses would not be the first to face potentially costly but societally necessary regulation; over
decades, many others have had their practices and profits reined in for the greater good. [162] If service
providers process too much information to be able to meet their responsibilities, then they should
process less. If their service moves too fast, then it should slow down. If they are unable or unwilling to
do what is necessary to meet their responsibilities, then they should face the prohibition described
above. The inevitable costs and difficulties associated with responsible recommending should become
understood by service providers and others as the cost of doing business.

7. Limitations and context
The problems arising from the internet are the result of a complex combination of societal and technical
factors. Irresponsible recommending by platforms is just one of those factors, and a truly holistic
response is needed to adequately address these issues. Regulating recommending is not in any way
sufficient on its own and is not going to solve all of the problems with the internet. But responsible
recommending could make a positive contribution towards a holistic set of solutions that could address
many issues. Responsible recommending therefore needs to be understood as only one part of the much
broader move that is needed to address problems and 'online harms' (however conceived of) and reduce
the influence of platforms. This may involve interventions from competition law, [163] considering
decentralisation
and
peer-to-peer
communications,
alternative
approaches
to
data
governance, [164] stronger protections for users, [165] better enforcement of data protection
requirements, new technical means for control and audit, [166] and so on. Beyond this, as part of a more
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holistic approach, education is important - the need to teach critical thinking and media literacy is key to
combatting disinformation and conspiracy theories [167], for example.

8. Conclusions and further research
Many of the systemic issues arising on the internet stem from the irresponsible recommending of content
by platforms in pursuit of engagement, profit, and market position. Many proposed regulatory responses
to 'online harms' focused on content miss the fact that when it comes to more systemic problems the real
issue is arguably recommending, as this is drives content dissemination. A focus on recommending would
assist in the development of a legal framework which respects the right to freedom of expression by not
restricting content production or hosting, while acknowledging that, in recommending content, platforms
are often operating beyond the limits of where liability protections are currently provided to
intermediary service providers.
Addressing recommending as an activity through principles-based regulation allows for the development
of technology-neutral and platform-neutral legal responses. Compliance in terms of moving towards
responsible recommending should be recognised as difficult, particularly in relation to the third principle
(restricting the recommending of potentially problematic content), and oversight should adopt a
collaborative, dialogue-based approach towards enforcement. A key goal of the high-level principles
proposed in this paper is to provide incentives for service providers to work towards compliance, with
liability protections for responsible recommending, on one hand, and the risk of prohibitions on open
recommending and losing that protection, on the other.
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